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Dually mitochondrial targeted fluorescent F16-TPP 

analogues were designed and synthesized.  The uptake and 

cytotoxity studies indicate that FF16 and FF16-TPP, the two 

compounds discovered in this study, are promising mitochondria 

targeted theranostic agents. 

Mitochondria play significant roles in a variety of biological 

processes from cell life to death1. Mitochondria dysfunction are 

extensively involved in many types of human diseases2 and thus 

prompts the research on mitochondria-specific diagnosis and 

therapies.3 Tetraphenylphosphonium and its analogue 

alkyltriphenylphosphonium (TPP) salts are lipophilic cations that are 

able to cross mitochondria and accumulate within mitochondria 

matrix which are driven by high membrane potential (Scheme 1).4 
TPP analogues have been extensively used as mitochondria targeted 

carriers for biomedical applications by conjugating TPP and drugs 

covalently5. TPP analogues also play a significant role in 

mitochondria targeted imaging of diseases. For example, 

radionuclides such as 3H，18F, 64Cu, and 99mTc labelled TPP and its 

analogues, as well as fluorophore modified analogues,  have been 

successfully used to study mitochondria-related events in cell and/or 

animal models.6 With the fast advancement on understanding the 

biological role of mitochondria, it is expectable that TPP compounds 

would find more applications.  

The demand for new therapeutics targeting to mitochondria 

prompts the discovery of new agents that can interfere physiological 

activities in mitochondria. A small molecule F16 (structure shown in 

Scheme 1) is one exemplary agent that shows interesting properties 

both on fluorescent imaging and therapy for cancers.7 As a 

delocalized cationic (DLC) compound, F16 exhibits excellent optical 

properties with fluorescent emission at a visible region, and more 

interestingly, it shows mitochondria specific accumulations in a 

variety of cancer cell, thus resulting in cytotoxicity by triggering 

apoptosis and necrosis of the cells.7  

A theranostic agent that combines diagnosis and therapy 

simultaneously is of great significance for clinical applications. 

Considering the specific mitochondria targeting ability of both TPP 

and F16, as well as the imaging ability and cytotoxicity activity 

toward various cancer cell lines of F16, coupling F16 analogues with 

TPP may provide novel agents for cancer imaging and treatment. 

Such potential theranostic agents may show the following 

advantages. First, TPP is a molecule which can’t be imaged directly. 

Tedious and costly procedure is required to include radionuclides 

such as 18F for visualization of diseased tissue.6 Coupling TPP with 

F16 could thus provide TPP analogues with optical imaging and 

cytotoxic ability simultaneously. Such conjugates may find 

applications in cell mitochondria imaging and image guided surgery 

that needs good fluorescence contrast between cancer and normal 

tissues.8 Second, since both F16 and TPP analogues possess 

mitochondrial targeting ability, coupling them together results in 

DCLs with two positive charges which can likely maintain the 

mitochondria targeting ability. The functions of F16-TPP analogues 

for mitochondria targeting are shown in Scheme 1. In this study, 

three F16-TPP analogues (F16-TPP, FF16-TPP and MeF16-TPP) 

bearing different substituents were therefore synthesized along with 

F16 and a F16 derivative (FF16) for comparison. The conjugates 

were synthesized in a way similar to F16 as shown in Scheme 2. The 

intermediate 6 was prepared by reacting 4-picoline and (4-

bromobutyl)triphenylphosphonium bromide readily in ethyl acetate 

at a good yield of 72.4%. The following condensation of 6 and 

indole-3-carboxaldehyde analogues in methanol and purification 

with reverse HPLC thereafter gave the TPP-F16 derivatives yet at 

low yields (<15%). (see ESI for details).  
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Scheme 1 Illustration of functions of F16-TPP conjugates. 
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Scheme 2 Synthetic routes of F16 and F16-TPP analogues 
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Optical properties of all F16 related compounds were studied at a 

concentration of 5 µM in PBS buffer. As the spectra of the 

compounds shown in Figure 1a, all the compounds exhibited similar 

characteristics with close absorption and emission wavelengths for 

each other. The maximum absorption and emission are around 425 

nm and 525 nm, respectively. Since TPP moiety is non-fluorescent, 

it is expected that F16-TPP conjugates inherit F16’s optical 

characteristics. However, subtle influences of substituents on F16 

and TPP moiety could be observed. For example, as shown in Figure 

2a, both FF16-TPP and MeF16–TPP exhibited increasing 

fluorescence intensity at different levels in contrast to F16. 

Moreover, MeF16-TPP showed significant red shift of their 

absorption and emission wavelength compared to F16.   
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Fig. 1 a) Absorption (left, thin line) and fluorescence (FL) spectra (right, 

thick line) of F16 and F16-TPP related probes (5 µM) in PBS buffer (pH = 
7.4). From the above to the bottom: MeF16-TPP (green). FF16-TPP (red); 

FF16 (purple); F16 (navy) and F16-TPP (magenta). b) The uptake of the F16 

related probes in U87MG cells. From left to right column are brightfield, 
MitoTrack@, probe and overlay in each group, respectively. The FL intensity 

range for F16-TPP and FF16-TPP is 1000-2000, while for other probes is 

2000-4000. 

Tumor cell uptake of all F16 related compounds were studied by 

incubating two cancer cell lines (U87MG and MDA-MB-231) with 

the probes for 1 h and then imaged with a fluorescent microscope. 

Meanwhile, to investigate the localization of the F16 derivatives, 

after incubation with the probes, cells were co-stained with the 

commercially available dye Mitotrack@, which is widely used for 

mitochondria staining. The images of F16 related compounds in 

U87MG cells were displayed in Figure 1b. Under eGFP filter set 

(λex 450/490 nm, λem 515/565 nm), no significant autofluorescence 

of the cells were observed, making it convenient to study the relative 

uptake of the probes directly by comparing their fluorescence 

signals. Importantly, all compounds showed specific accumulations 

in the mitochondria of the tumor cells, which was proven by good 

overlay of images under the condition of the co-staining of the 

probes and Mitotrack@. These results demonstrate the mitochondria 

targeting ability of F16 analogues and F16-TPP conjugates.  

We then investigated the uptake of all the probes in U87MG and 

MDA-MB-231 cells at 1 h incubation by quantitative analysis of 

fluorescent signals intensity of all F16 related compounds in the 

cells. The cellular uptake experiments were repeated nine times, and 

the relative cellular uptakes ability of different probes were 

calculated by comparing their percentage of cellular fluorescent 

signals and then normalized by that of F16 (Figure 2). For these 

probes, their uptake performance in U87MG and MDA-MB-231 was 

in generally quite similar. For instance, F16, FF16, F16-TPP and 

MeF16-TPP all showed similar uptakes in both cell lines (P > 0.05). 

Notably, only FF16-TPP displayed a dramatically increased uptake 

in MDA-MB-231 cells than that in U87MG (P < 0.05). Figure 2 also 

revealed the structural impact of the F16 related compounds towards 

their uptakes. For U87MG cells, F16, FF16 and MeF16-TPP all 

showed high and comparable uptakes (~1), while F16-TPP and 

FF16-TPP exhibited much lower uptakes than other probes 

(approximately half of the uptake of F16, P < 0.05). For MDA-MB-

231 cell line, all F16 derivatives showed comparable uptakes except 

F16-TPP with about half uptake in contrast to the other probes.  

 
Fig. 2 The relative uptake of all F16 and F16-TPP analogues. The data was 
obtained by calculating by the following equation: Fluorescence signal in cell 

lines/ Fluorescence signal in PBS buffer and normalized to F16 in the 

U87MG cell line. n = 9. Data are presented as mean ± SD. 

Apart from the imaging studies, we then investigated antitumor 

activities of all F16 related compounds by studying their 

antiproliferative effects in U87MG and MDA-MB-231 cell lines. 

After exposure of 5 or 10µM of the compounds in the cancer cells 

for 4 days, the cell proliferative ratios to the control were measured 

and showed in Figure 3. At a lower concentration of 5µM, all 

compounds exhibited no antiproliferative activities for U87MG cell 

line, while low to moderate activities with antiproliferative ratio less 

than 30% could be observed for MDA-MB-231 cell line (see Figure 

3A). With increasing of concentration, the compounds showed 

distinct antitumor activities in two cell lines. As shown in Figure 3B, 

at a concentration of 10 µM, all the compounds prepared displayed  

  
Fig. 3 Antiproliferative effect on the F16 and F16-TPP analogues. Data are 

expressed in cell proliferative ratio with exposure of the compounds for 4 
days to the negative control in PBS buffer. [A] Cells were treated with 5 µM 

compounds. [B] Cells were treated with 10 µM compounds. n = 4. Data are 

presented as mean ± SD. 

weak antitumor activities by their antiproliferative ratio less than 

32% for U87MG cell line. However, as for MDA-MB-231 cell line, 

all compounds showed the much stronger cytotoxicity with a similar 

antiproliferative ratio over 50%. The different antiproliferative 

activities imply that the antitumor potency of the F16 related 

compounds is cell-dependent. Meanwhile, substituents in F16 and 

F16-TPP analogues played distinct roles, for instance, introduction 

of fluorine atom to F16 barely influences activity of FF16 (P > 
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0.05), while substituted fluorine and methyl group apparently impact 

F16-TPP analogues in U87MG cell line at a higher concentration of 

10 µM. 

To further confirm the relationship between cell uptake and 

antitumor activity, the half inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of these 

compounds against U87MG cell line were measured. The IC50 for 

F16, FF16, F16-TPP, FF16-TPP and MeF16-TPP are 36.5±1.1, 

28.0±1.2, >200, 28.9±1.1, and 64.0±1.3 µM, respectively 

(Supplemental file, Table 1, Figure S1). Interestingly, substitution of 

fluorine in F16 molecule slightly improve the bioactivity of the 

resulting compound (~1.3 fold), whereas adding a fluorine in F16-

TPP dramatically improve the bioactivity of the resulting compound 

(>6.9 fold). Moreover, adding a methyl group to F16-TPP also 

improved its toxicity over 3 fold. It should be noted that all these 

five compounds show minimum or even un-observable toxicity in 

the fibroblast cell line NIH 3T3 (IC50 all >100 µM, Supplemental 

file, Table 1, Figure S1), highlighting the treatment specificity of 

these mitochondrial targeted agents.      

Our cell imaging and treatment study confirm that F16-TPP 

analogues preserve the tumor cell mitochondria targeting ability and 

can be used for cancer cell fluorescence imaging and treatment. 

Especially, we successfully developed a theranostics agent FF16-

TPP which showed fluorescence imaging ability and increased 

activity compared to F16. Meanwhile, we discovered that FF16 also 

showed superior cell killing ability compared to F16, demonstrating 

a simple fluorination of F16 can improve its anti-tumor activity 

while maintaining its optical properties.  

One thing to note is that F16-TPP shows low cell uptake and 

killing ability, which is beyond with our initial expectation for 

synergistic effects that the conjugate should bring about. This may 

be ascribed to that the F16-TPPs bear more positive charges than 

F16 (2+ vs. 1+), which may lead to the reduced permeability of the 

conjugates into cells. While further substituting a lipophilic methyl 

group or electronegative fluorine atom to F16-TPP, MeF16-TPP and 

FF16-TPP show greatly enhanced cell killing capability (Figure 2, 

supplemental Table 1 and Figure S1). These data suggest the 

importance of fine tuning the structure of F16-TPP to achieve high 

cancer cell killing ability.  

Since TPP itself does not impart cytotoxity as revealed by some 

studies,9  it is reasonable to hypothesize F16-TPP conjugates kill 

tumor cells in a similar way as F16 by higher accumulation  in tumor 

cells than in normal cells, which is caused by higher membrane 

potentials of mitochondria (∆Ψm) in tumor cells.7 Indeed F16 and 

F16-TPP analogues all display much higher accumulations in 

U87MG cells than that in NIH 3T3 cells (P < 0.05, Supplemental 

file, Figure S2-S6). Apparently this cytotoxity is associated with 

accumulation level of the compounds. This may explain why F16 

related compounds show higher antitumor activities at higher 

concentration of 10 µM than those at 5 µM. As for distinct 

cytotoxities of the same compound in different cell lines, these may 

be attributed to the distinct membrane potentials of mitochondria 

between the two cell lines we used. However, substituents like 

fluorine and methyl group exhibit negligible impacts on cytotoxities 

to MDA-MB-231 cell line at 10 µM, which are quite different from 

the uptake tendency shown in Figure 2. This may be caused by 

different time courses used for two studies (1 hour for cell uptake 

assay and 4 days for proliferation assay). Another possibility is that 

mitochondria accumulation may not be the only factor that 

influences the antiproliferative activities. Different total charges and 

charge distributions may also affect their capability on reducing 

∆Ψm to result in further biological cascade effects such as inhibition 

of mitochondria respiration and cell death. More work is needed to 

reveal the accurate inhibiting mechanism of F16 and F16-TPP 

related compounds which is uncertain so far. 

Conclusions 
The fluorescent mitochondria-specific agents F16 analogues and 

F16-TPP conjugates were successfully synthesized. Especially, FF16 

and FF16-TPP show higher potency and comparable or increased 

mitochondria accumulation in tumor cell lines compared with F16, 

making them excellent candidates for mitochondria targeted optical 

imaging and treatment. Moreover, the structural modification of F16 

related compounds shows high impacts on their cell uptake and 

antitumor activities. Our findings will not only benefit development 

of mitochondria-targeted theranostic agents based on TPP and F16, 

but also expand the usage of TPP as a mitochondria carrier. 
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